Disclaimer
Puppet Anthems © exists as an edutainment tool, for learning in a fresh way about the
national anthems, histories and cultures of a selection of the world’s countries. These
anthems are presented to be sung and studied. Some lyrics are full of praise, whilst
others have references to violent battles. That is history, but regardless of the stories
within, we have compiled these anthems in a way that focuses on creating better
cross-cultural understanding and supporting peaceful knowledge. It’s our way of
promoting knowledge about cultures and through our icons, knowledge of the origins
of shared things we use in our lives.
In doing so, the authors of Puppet Anthems © aim to accurately, fairly and positively
present an individual country’s national anthem and cultural icons in an entertaining,
inoﬀensive and non-political manner. Puppet Anthems © is an ongoing project and the
non-inclusion of any particular country is purely time-conditional and/or project based,
and not an expression of our political leanings.
Specifically, all countries presented in this edition of Puppet Anthems © are
participating in the 2014 Football World Cup. All included game material has been
carefully considered and all eﬀort has been made by the developers to source
accurate information from reputable online and first-hand sources. All measures have
been taken with regards to content of all kinds, to present a professional-level
edutainment app able to be enjoyed and used by people of all ages without
discrimination. The animations of each puppet are designed with a certain degree of
artistic license and flexibility. All characters on stage are fictional. Any resemblance
between the characters on stage and any real life person is purely coincidental. The
voices of each puppet are an attempt to portray an appropriately-sounding match to
each character.
Any possible oﬀense caused to any viewer by any of the contents of this app are
purely viewer subjective and not the intention nor responsibility of the developers.
Puppet Anthems © will attempt to correct erroneous game material related to icons
should we feel that any new source material accurately reflects the need to do so.
Puppet Anthems © does not however warrant or assume any legal liability or
responsibility whatsoever in regards to, or in respect of, anything including but not
limited to information or statements available within this app or to any sites that are, or
may be in the future, linked to this app.
In nearly all cases, anthems are available in the public domain and can be used if done
so in good faith, as is the intention with Puppet Anthems ©. On the few occasions
when the use of an anthem is not possible for legal reasons, we still reserve the right
to include any country in our app, even if only a partial representation of associated

material can be presented. These anthems will be clearly marked on the main menu.
Should the status of any anthem change, restricted or otherwise, then we shall update
accordingly.
This app does not store user information at all. Furthermore, all professional eﬀort has
been utilized to create a safe and functional app. However, Puppet Anthems © will not
be held responsible for any hacking attempt or system failure that may lead to the
malfunction of this app or failure of any device on which it is played.
All attempts are made to respect the integrity of each national anthem and to present
them in their entirety when possible and in the best possible manner. However, due to
the lengths of certain anthems, and with a small degree of musical creativity, we
reserve the right to alter any anthem’s length in order to fit within the parameters of the
animation. All singers have been engaged and compensated on a mutually-agreed
basis with clear understanding of the educational focus of this app.
The makers of Puppet Anthems © wish to also acknowledge the eﬀorts of the authors
of www.nationalanthems.info and for the use of the orchestral versions from their site,
distributed freely under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License agreement and
used as the basis for much of the music compositions presented within this app.
Furthermore, we acknowledge the legal use of all fonts presented in the app.

Copyright
The developers of the app own all original material presented within it, specifically
animations, supporting music files, the idea, layout, content and format, which are
subject to copyright laws. Any copying of material or ideas contained within, partly or
in full, without consent, will constitute a breach of copyright laws.

Customer Usage Policy
Puppet Anthems © is an educational and entertainment tool and we’ve aimed to make
it accessible as shared fun. We hope you agree and that by entering this site, you
agree to view it in good faith, with a knowledge of the parameters laid out in this
disclaimer. You are of course very welcome to tell your friends about us!

